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Master in International Relations and Diplomacy This thesis is the sum of the contributions of many, who have inspired,
sharpened Raw Materials Diplomacy . on national or cross-national sample surveys and operationally defined.

The definition should be compatible with the character of the subject, coherent, and include all the actors who
participate in diplomacy. Furthermore, terrorist groups, multinational corporations, and private citizens
actively engage in transnational diplomacy, and even forge strong diplomatic relations with sovereign states.
Therefore, what is diplomacy? The supervisor and second reader evaluate the thesis during a period up to three
weeks 15 working days. Marshall, P , P ositive diplomacy, Macmillan, London. The Director of Studies
assigns a second reader, who must also approve the proposal by February 18,  In the month of November, the
student will indicate his or her preference for a thesis topic as well as a supervisor to the coordinator for thesis
supervision, Dr F. However, most IR syllabi do not include diplomacy. The diplomacy literature is reviewed
in order to achieve these aims. In relation to foreign policy formulation and implementation, a politician
represents the legislature, whereas a diplomat represents the executive branch. Almost all of them contend that
the state is the actor in diplomacy and that diplomacy is about negotiation. Nevertheless, the execution of
foreign policy remains the task of diplomats, who are required to implement foreign policy as directed by
politicians. Thus, IR establishes the political marketplace in which a state can sell its foreign policy. It is
advised to select a topic related to the coursework followed, and particular attention should be paid to a
conceptual or theoretical framework as acquired in the various courses in the program. Without diplomacy, a
state would be hard-pressed to sell its foreign policy. However, even though diplomacy goes a long way
toward accomplishing the task, the foreign policy has to be attractive to other countries. Defining Diplomacy
This paper presents fifteen different definitions of diplomacy that are state-centric and partially consistent with
the conduct of diplomacy. The Director of Studies will assign the thesis supervisor based on student
preferences and a reasonable distribution of supervision tasks among faculty members. At this last meeting the
back hand side of the evaluation form with the non plagiarism and publication statements is also filled out. A
diplomat is not a politician, and vice versa, apart from the foreign minister, who must combine both roles. The
thesis evaluation is based on specific criteria, among others clarity of research goals and questions, quality of
theoretical and conceptual framework, academic and social relevance originality, legibility and presentation.
There are also misconceptions about the differences between diplomacy, foreign policy, and international
relations IR. If a meeting in person is not possible, the evaluation and comments will be communicated by
email. Elassar, N , What is Diplomacy? However, as noted above, diplomacy is not IR, and vice versa.
Moreover, diplomacy, foreign policy, and IR are not synonymous. In other words, it is necessary to reflect on
the objective, purpose and conduct of diplomacy, and the system in which it operates when defining
diplomacy. Bibliography Introduction In the diplomacy literature, both practitioners of and theorists regarding
diplomacy provide several definitions of diplomacy that are state-centric, omitting non-state actors. A
diplomat must shine in diplomatic circles, and this is achievable through effective professional training. The
Director of Studies assigns the supervisor. The writing of the thesis will be supervised by a staff member of
the Department of Political Science or of the Institute Clingendael. In principle, the following persons are
available for thesis supervision: Francesco Ragazzi. Diplomacy has been unfairly treated in the academic
world, with most curricula categorizing diplomacy under IR. Since diplomacy in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries was predominantly a state phenomenon, perhaps this was why authors omitted non-state actors from
their definitions of diplomacy. One may be tempted to say that he studied diplomacy while studying IR, even
though the syllabus did not include diplomacy. A gap between theory and practice may still exist. When
defining diplomacy, one has to ask, who does what, and how? The final result will be evaluated by the
supervisor and a second reader one of which among he staff of the Department of Political Science, one of
which of Clingendael. Among Australian universities, only finding is relevant to the research duration Monash
University and the Australian National University offer diplomacy as a separate field of study from IR.
Kreutzer, P n. Who Formulates Foreign Policy? Input from these people is valuable because foreign policy is
an amalgamation of numerous aspects, and requires diverse expertise. The thesis should be between 40 pages 


